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S C A N D I N AV I A N
&  D A N I S H  D E S I G N

CLEAN | MODERN | SIMPLISTIC |  MINIMALIST |  NATURAL |  SOFT |  CURVED

Our Scandinavian collection encompasses a carefully curated selection of fittings 
which exude the characteristics of quintessential Nordic designs. 
Exploring a mix of textures, shapes, and colour, this collection enhances a 
modern minimalistic approach through soft tonal colours, and sleek materials to 
create a versatile collection to compliment the Hygge in any space.

  Clean                    Modern        Simplistic    
              Minimalist        Natural
   Curved                         Soft

https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian


Pendants.

Featuring soft, round edges, tonal colours and natural forms, our Scandinavian 
and Danish design pendant light collection is curated to entice. Emitting soft 
warm lighting temperatures,  Nordic pendants are perfect above dining room 
tables, kitchen islands and office spaces. 

https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/lune-pendant-light
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/modernist-pendant-light
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/abstract-4-light-linear-pendant


https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian


Scandinavian and Danish design Wall Lights enhance spaces through their 
modern, minimalistic forms and desirable functionality. Often posed in 
monochrome tonal finishes, made from various metals utilising their 
functionality and simple aesthetic.

Wall Lights.

https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/danish-made-dimmable-wall-light-two-colours
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/modern-wall-light-with-glass-timber
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/pivoting-steel-wall-lamp


https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/scandinavian-frosted-sphere-pendant-light-black-white
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/adjustable-modern-table-lamp
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/simplistic-tube-adjustable-wall-ceiling-light
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/scandinavian-matte-black-pendant-light
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/modern-wall-light-with-glass-timber
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/contemporary-adjustable-geometric-wall-light
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/danish-pendant-light-with-ash-tree-accent-assorted-colours
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/bright-beads-wall-light
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/danish-wall-light-two-colours?variant=17506396307569
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/contemporary-pendant-light-with-oiled-walnut-accent-available-in-three-colours
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/scandinavian-designer-wall-light
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/modern-white-aluminum-pendant-light-zara
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/modern-d-wall-light-white
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/geometric-circular-wall-light-assorted-sizes
https://lightingcollective.com.au/products/retro-style-pendant-light
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/contemporary-adjustable-geometric-wall-light
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian?pf_pt_product_type=Pendants&page=3
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/modern-minimal-desk-lamp-assorted-colours
https://lightingcollective.com.au/products/hand-blown-minimalist-curve-glass-wall-light-assorted-finish
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/tall-scandinavian-wall-light
https://lightingcollective.com.au/products/leather-pendant-light-natural
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/italian-green-wall-ceiling-light-toscot
https://lightingcollective.com.au/products/modern-curve-pendant


Incorporating the minimalist forms of Scandinavian and Danish designs, our 
collection of Floor and Table lamps boast smart technology and modern 
manufacturing techniques. Coupling tonal, soft colours with round features 
craft this versatile collection for any simplistic designed space.

Lamps.

https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/lamps/products/balancing-portable-floor-lamp
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/lamps/products/timber-sphere-table-lamp-assorted-finishes
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/lamps/products/smart-adjustable-floor-lamp-assorted-finishes


Enticing through modern forms to match 
within modern, contemporary and Nordic style 
spaces. 
The design style incorporates wholeness 
through round diffusers or shades. 
Products made from metals, power coat fin-
ished in monochrome or pastel colours and 
embraces the natural world through wooden or 
timber features. 
Decorative aspects are kept to minimalist and 
modern simplicity. 
Key features of a Scandinavian, Nordic designed 
space include textures, combining to add an 
edge to the contrast of the individual designs 
which boast rounded forms in furniture. 
Using blank spaces to compliment the minimal 
designs and bring attention to the beauty of 
less. 
Stark walls and corners are filled with tones to 
evoke a calm sense of comfort and creativity.

https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/lamps/products/sleek-nordic-glass-ball-floor-lamp


Encourage the interior style to flow outside. The exterior range of Scandinavian 
and Danish designs evoke a sense of simplicity and modern aesthetic. Using 
strong and durable materials to cast shadows to add comfort and warmth. 
Contrasting materials and colours to add style and modernity.

Exterior.

https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/lamps/products/scandinavian-transportable-table-lamp
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/small-scandinavian-exterior-wall-light-assorted-finishes
https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/black-aluminium-up-down-exterior-wall-light
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https://lightingcollective.com.au/collections/scandinavian/products/portable-usb-scandinavian-floor-light-assorted-finish
https://lightingcollective.com.au/

